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Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability 
The information, recommendations, descriptions, and safety disclosures in this document are 
based on Tigo Energy, Inc.’s (“Tigo”) experience and judgment and may not cover all 
contingencies. If further information is required, consult a Tigo representative. Sale of the 
product shown in this document is subject to the terms and conditions outlined in the Tigo 
warranty or other contractual agreement between Tigo and the purchaser. 
THERE ARE NO UNDERSTANDINGS, AGREEMENTS, WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR 
MERCHANTABILITY, OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFICALLY SET OUT IN ANY 
EXISTING CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES. ANY SUCH CONTRACT STATES THE 
ENTIRE OBLIGATION OF TIGO. THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT SHALL NOT 
BECOME PART OF, OR MODIFY ANY CONTRACT BETWEEN, THE PARTIES. 
In no event will Tigo be responsible to the purchaser or user in contract, in tort (including 
negligence), strict liability or otherwise for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential 
damage or loss whatsoever, including but not limited to injury to persons, damage or loss of 
use of property, equipment or power systems, cost of capital, loss of power, additional 
expenses in the use of existing power facilities, or claims against the purchaser or user by its 
customers resulting from the use of the information, recommendations and descriptions 
contained herein. The information contained in this document is subject to change without 
notice. 
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Overview 
The Tigo Rapid Shutdown System (RSS) for Fire Safety uses TS4-A-F/2F MLPE and transmitter 
components to provide a UL-certified and NEC-compliant PV rapid shutdown system (PVRSS) 
for new and existing PV systems. Upon shutdown, the components, applicable for residential 
through large commercial systems, reduce module voltage to 0.6VDC and string voltage to less 
than 30VDC.  

 A TS4-A-F can stop output from one module while a TS4-A-2F controls two modules. 
They are otherwise identical in function and may be used interchangeably in a string.  

 The TS4-A-F/2Fs rely on a continuous powerline communication (PLC) keep-alive signal 
from an RSS transmitter to enable module output. Upon signal loss, module and string 
voltages drop to safe levels. 

 The legacy Tigo RSS Transmitter accommodates single-transmitter systems. Current RSS 
transmitters include Tigo Pure Signal Technology™ to serve complex, multi-transmitter 
installations by mitigating crosstalk and other signal interference. 

This Manual 
This manual provides instructions for installing and commissioning the following components of 
a Tigo Rapid Shutdown System for Fire Safety:  

 TS4-A-F 
 TS4-A-2F 
 RSS Transmitter 
 RSS Transmitter with Tigo Pure Signal Technology™ 

Safety  
Tigo equipment must be installed and maintained by qualified personnel in accordance with 
local electrical codes. In addition: 

 Components must operate within the technical specifications listed in their datasheets. 
Failure to follow instructions herein may cause equipment damage not covered by the 
warranty. 

 Always wear appropriate PPE and use insulated tools. 

 This product could expose the user to chemicals known to the State of California to 
cause cancer. For more information refer to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 

These safety symbols may appear in the manual: 

 
A hazardous situation which could result in serious injury or loss of life. 

 
A hazardous situation which could result in injury or damage to the product.  
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An important operational note. 

 
These symbols appear on Tigo enclosures: 
 

 
Risk of electrical shock.  

 

Risk of burns.  

 

Tigo Fire Safety series equipment. 

 

   
Check the operating instructions.  

 

Caution, the inverter may retain high voltage for up to five minutes after 
disconnection. 

 
Avoid tampering. 

 
Observe caution. 

 
Grounding connection. 
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PV Conductor Layout and RSS Signal Integrity 
Tigo RSS transmitters use powerline communications (PLC) over PV conductors to communicate 
with TS4s. To mitigate interfering crosstalk from other conductors and other electrical 
interference, Tigo developed Pure Signal Technology™ (PST).  

 
Tigo RSS transmitters must be installed in systems that conform with Tigo design 
and installation requirements that minimize crosstalk in PV conductor layouts.  

Required Practices 
To maintain PLC signal integrity: 

 Limit the round-trip (positive-to-negative) length of a PV conductor to 300m/985’.  
Runs up to 500m/1640’ may be possible using multiple cores – contact Tigo Sales 
Engineering.  

 Do not cross current-carrying conductors over any PV conductor used in the RSS. 

 Run all conductors that use the same transmitter together in one conduit.  

 
 Maintain at least 20cm/8” between conductors that use different transmitters. 

 Keep individual +/– conductors either twisted or adjacent one another except when the 
negative conductor passes through a core. 

 
 Use separate cable trays for conductors using different transmitters with a minimum 

20cm/8” spacing between trays. Open cable trays do not protect signals from crosstalk.  

 If using up to 10 transmitters with PST to create a pure signal group, combine all the 
group’s conductors in one conduit.  

 If using multiple pure signal groups (>10 transmitters or with multiple inverters using 
transmitters), maintain at least 20cm/8” between groups. 
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Install TS4s 
TS4-A-F and TS4-A-2F devices have identical functionality, however the TS4-A-F controls one 
module while TS4-A-2F controls two modules. Each module in a string must have its own TS4-
A-F or share a TS4-A-2F with another module. You may connect a TS4-A-2F to a single module 
if needed. 

 

 
Do not apply an external voltage source to a module or string equipped with 
TS4s.  

To install TS4-A-Fs:  

1. Attach a TS4-A-F to the top of the PV module frame using the silver clips with the cable 
glands facing down.  
If using frameless modules, remove the clips and bolt the TS4 directly to the PV rail with 
M8 bolts and torque to 10.2Nm. No additional grounding is required.  

 
2. Connect the shorter TS4 input leads to the PV modules. 

 

 
You must connect the shorter TS4 input leads to the PV modules first. Failure to do 
so can damage the TS4 unit. 
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3. Connect the longer set of TS4 output cables to the neighboring TS4 to create a string.  

 
To install TS4-A-2Fs:  

1. Attach a TS4-A-2F to the top of the PV module frame using the silver clips with the cable 
glands facing down. 
If using frameless modules, remove the clips and bolt the TS4 directly to the PV rail with 
M8 bolts and torque to 10.2Nm. No additional grounding is required.  

2. Connect the shorter TS4 input leads to two PV modules. 

 

 
You must connect the shorter TS4 input leads to the PV modules first. Failure to 
do so can damage the TS4 unit. 

3. Connect the longer set of TS4 output cables to the next TS4-A-2F in the string.  

 
4. If connecting a TS4-A-2F to a single PV module, connect the unused input cables 

together. 
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Install a Transmitter Enclosure 
Install a transmitter on the same AC branch circuit as the inverter. Additionally: 

 Transmitters are indoor rated and require an enclosure with a 35mm DIN rail and 12VDC 
power supply. Tigo kits include enclosures, transmitters, and power supplies. 

 Multiple-transmitter systems require a signal connection between transmitters. 

 Total PV roundtrip length (from the inverter and back) is ≤300m/1000’.  

After installing TS4s and transmitters, place the RSS label within 1m/3’ of the Tigo E-Stop 
switch or other approved RSS initiator (Refer to 690.12(C)). 

 
If installing a Tigo enclosure, use the guide below for locating conduit openings. 

For 21mm/¾” conduit: 
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For 27mm/1” conduit: 
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Install Transmitters 

RSS Transmitter without PST 
Legacy RSS transmitter LEDs and terminals include: 

 
To install a legacy RSS transmitter: 

1. Ensure all TS4s and RSS core connections are installed before turning on a transmitter. 

2. Turn off all AC power sources. 

3. Install the transmitter, power supply, and ground terminal on the enclosure’s DIN rail.  
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To connect a core to the transmitter:  

1. Insert the core wire with a white ferrule into the transmitter white Core 1 input. Torque 
to 0.5Nm. 

 
2. Insert the core wire with the black ferrule into the black terminal. Torque to 0.5Nm. 
3. Repeat the procedure at the Core 2 input for two-core applications. 

 
Do not modify or extend the wires between a transmitter and its 
core. 

To route PV conductors: 

1. Route PV conductors into the enclosure. 

2. Pass up to ten negative conductors through a transmitter core.  
The black side of the core must face the PV array.  

   
3. Route PV conductors out to the inverter. 
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To connect power to a transmitter: 

1. Route AC conductors into the enclosure and connect to the power supply.  

 120/240V: wire 85-264VAC power supplies N/L. 

     
 277/480V: wire 180-550VAC power supplies G/N/L.  

 
Tigo power supplies meet ride-through interconnection requirements such as California’s 
Electric Rule 21. 

2. Connect DC leads from the power supply to the transmitter.  
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RSS Transmitter with PST 
RSS transmitters with PST LEDs and connections include: 

 

1. 12V + 
2. 12V – 
3. COM ground 
4. Transmit signal (Tx) 
5. COM ground 
6. Receive signal (Rx) 
7. Core 1 input 
8. Signal LEDs (green/red) 
9. Core 2 input 

 

To install up to 10 transmitters with PST in series, first follow the procedure for installing a 
transmitter without PST.  

Transmitters with PST connect to 12+ and 12V– leads only. There is no ground terminal and all 
transmitters require their own power connection: 

 

 
Connecting power leads improperly will destroy the transmitter.  
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In addition: 

1. Connect signal wiring to all transmitters using 14 – 22 AWG shielded twisted pair. 
Torque to 0.4Nm 

 
Maximum signal wiring length is 30m/100’.  

The first transmitter is the “leader.” Subsequent transmitters are “followers.” 

2. As shown above, ensure power is connected to each transmitter from one or more 
power supplies.  

Each transmitter requires 1A current and fusing is recommended. 

Status LEDs 
If connected correctly: 

 The red signal LED in the leader (first transmitter in the series) emits a continuous red. 

 The green signal LEDs in all transmitters blink simultaneously. 
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Transmitters on Long Strings 
For a single transmitter and home run strings between 300m/1000’ and 500m/1650’, two cores 
may be used in series to amplify the transmitter signal. Contact Tigo Sales Engineering for more 
information. 
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Commissioning 
Power-on and commission the RSS for Fire Safety solution after the site itself has been 
commissioned.  

Before powering-on the solution, first ensure all of the following conditions are met: 

 All PV modules are connected to a TS4-A-F/2F. 

 The black sides of all RSS cores face the PV array. 

 Only negative conductors (≤10) run through a single RSS core. 

 PV conductor home run length is ≤300m/985’ with one core and ≤500m/1650’ with two 
cores.  

 Multiple transmitters with PST are wired from IN to OUT on each transmitter and 
connections are secure. 

 The power supply is wired correctly. 

 All conduit attachments are secure. 

 Cable ties are secured evenly and have no sharp edges and the enclosure and 
installation area are clean and accessible. 

 String voltage is ≤0.6V x # of TS4-A-Fs in the string (≤1.2V x # of TS4-A-2F). 

 The PVRSS label is within 3’ of the Tigo E-Stop switch or other initiation device.   

 All transmitters are connected to the same AC branch circuit as the inverter. 

To power-on the system, turn on the breaker supplying power to the transmitter. Using a 
multimeter, confirm all strings carry full voltage at their inverter terminals. 
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Troubleshooting 
Troubleshooting must be performed by qualified personnel. 

 When powering off the transmitter, wait one minute before disconnecting any TS4 
cables from the string.  

 After disconnecting any TS4 output cables from the string, wait at least one minute 
before reconnecting the cables.  

 Do not use insulation-resistance or I-V curve test equipment with a TS4-A-F/2F. 

RSS Signal Detector 
Tigo's RSS Signal Detector is a functionality testing device that senses the PLC keep-alive signal 
at the TS4s.  

To operate the detector:  

1. Turn on the detector.  

2. Place the detector sensor area within 5cm/2” of a TS4. When the keep-alive signal is 
detected, the LED will change from blue to yellow and you will hear an audible alert.  

3. If the signal is not detected, the LED will remain blue and there will be no sound. 
Contact Tigo technical support. 

Possible Issues 

String Has No VDC  
A TS4 should pass 0.6V per module (1.2V if connected to two modules) when the string is not 
connected to an active transmitter. A string output voltage of zero indicates an open circuit.  

 Verify all strings are disconnected from the inverter and in free air before measuring 
individual string voltage.  

 Perform a visual inspection of the modules, TS4 units, wiring, and connectors.  Verify all 
equipment is connected properly. 

 Apply standard electrical tests such as testing insulation resistance with a mega 
ohmmeter to localize the potential open circuit condition. 

 If the TS4 is suspected, see the next section. 
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TS4 Has No VDC 
A TS4 should pass 0.6V when connected to a working module (1.2V if connected to two 
modules) and the string is not connected to an active transmitter. A TS4 output voltage of zero 
can indicate a wiring, TS4, or module issue. 

1. Shut down the system, wait 60 seconds, and disconnect the longer output leads (string) 
of the unit.  

 Measure the voltage of the disconnected TS4. If the reading is 0.6VDC, the unit is 
working correctly. 

 If the output is still 0V, proceed to step 2. 

2. If there are no visible issues with the unit, rewire it and test the TS4 output voltage. 
Then test the module output voltage.  

 If the TS4 output voltage is 0.6V when connected to the module, the issue has 
been resolved.  

 If the TS4 output voltage is 0V but the module voltage is between 16V and VOC, 
the issue may be the TS4. Proceed to step 3. 

3. Swap the suspected TS4 with a known functioning unit. Wait 60 seconds after shutdown 
before disconnecting output leads.  

 If the functional unit’s output is 0V, there is an issue with the module output.  

 If the functional unit’s output is 0.6V when connected to the module, then the 
first TS4 has an issue. Contact Tigo technical support. 

TS4 with Active Transmitter Not Passing Full Voltage  
The transmitter is turned on and appears active but the TS4 is not passing full module output 
voltage to the string. This is most often caused by the transmitter’s signal being interrupted. 
The interruption may be related to improper installation of the transmitter, transmitter failure, 
or improper string/inverter wiring. 

1. Confirm the following:  

 The TS4 and inverter are listed as compatible on the tigoenergy.com 
Compatibility page. 

 No more than 10 strings run through the core. 

 No more than 30 modules are connected per string.  

 A maximum current of 150A passes through a single core.  

 The core is properly connected to the bottom terminals of the transmitter. 

 String lengths are ≤300m/1000’ from the positive to the negative home run at 
the inverter.  
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 Only negative PV conductors run through the core. 

 The Tigo RSS Signal Detector indicates the transmitter signal is present at each 
TS4. 

2. Verify the transmitter is working correctly.  

 Check that the transmitter signal LEDs are powered. If not, check wiring to and 
from the transmitter power supply.  

3. Confirm that strings have been properly wired from the core to the inverter:  

 Remove all strings from the core. Replace one string and turn on the transmitter 
to verify proper operation. 

 Repeat the process for each string. 

 If the issue persists, contact Tigo technical support. 

Reduced Performance 
The performance of the array shows a visible reduction in production within a short period of 
time that is not related to changing environmental factors such as weather. 

1. Prior to troubleshooting system components, rule out external factors such as dirt, 
debris, and other foreign objects. 

2. Check the string voltage with an active transmitter at VOC. 

If the voltage is less than the module VOC multiplied by the number of modules, ensure 
the transmitter is correctly installed and the PLC keep-alive signal is present. Visually 
inspect the modules, TS4s, and wiring for signs of damage. 

3. Check the string voltage without an active transmitter. If the voltage is less than 0.6V 
multiplied by the number of modules, there may be a connection issue with one or more 
TS4s. Locate the units with no voltage.  

Follow the TS4 troubleshooting steps listed earlier in this section. Begin with one string 
and turn on the transmitter. Repeat with other strings. 

4. If the TS4 provides the correct voltages with and without an active transmitter, the 
performance issue cannot be attributed to Tigo components. 
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Transmitter with PST Status LED Indicators 
Observation  Cause  Corrective Actions  

Green LEDs not blinking in unison 
on all transmitters.  

Transmitter interconnection 
wiring not installed, reversed, 
or disconnected.  

Check for wiring inconsistencies 
with product documentation.  
 
Check the torque on 
interconnection wiring terminals.  

A follower green LED is not blinking 
but all other followers blink green in 
unison.  

Incorrect wiring to 
transmitters.  
  
Possible malfunction with the 
follower that is not blinking.  
  
Single-core install:  
the core is incorrectly 
connected to transmitter 
terminals.  
  
Dual-core install:  
one core may not be facing 
the right direction (white side 
towards inverter).  
  

Check interconnection wiring. 
Ensure the Com and Tx wires 
connect to the Com and Rx 
terminals on the next transmitter in 
the chain.  
 
Ensure the black and white ends of 
the core leads are in the proper 
transmitter terminals.  
  
Ensure both cores have the white 
side facing towards the inverter. If 
not, disconnect the leads and 
reposition.  

No LEDs on any transmitters.  No power to devices.  Check power supplies to 
transmitters.  
 
Check power wiring to each 
transmitter.  

LEDs on transmitters look 
correct/normal, yet all strings are 
not coming up to full voltage and a 
safety voltage of 0.6V per TS4 is 
observed.  
  

Cores are not properly 
oriented (one or more are 
reversed).   
 
Core leads are not in the 
correct transmitter terminals. 
  
Core cable connector(s) are 
loose or broken.  
  

Test for presence of a transmitter 
signal using the RSS Signal 
Detector.  
 
Verify and correct core alignment: 
ensure white side of core faces 
towards the inverter.  
 
Ensure core leads to transmitter 
terminals are in the correct 
position.   
 
Repair or replace loose or broken 
transmitter core leads.  
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Transmitter without PST Operation Check 
When AC power is connected to the transmitter power supply, the transmitter should be turned 
on and the PLC keep-alive signal should be activated. The TS4s will then provide full voltage to 
their string. When powered up, the transmitter power LED is blue and the signal LED is green.  

 
Verify that the transmitter is working correctly: 

LED States Condition Actions 
Power LED continuous 
Signal LEDs flashing 

Transmitter is on and generating a 
PLC keep-alive signal. 

None 

Power LED red Error in power connection. Ensure top terminals are wired 
12V+ followed by 12– and that 
the third terminal is not used. 

Power LED off 
Signal LEDs off 

Transmitter is off or not powered. Check power to and from 
power supply and connections.  

Power LED continuous 
Signal LEDs off 

Transmitter is not functioning. Power cycle the unit. If still off, 
contact Tigo technical support, 

Verify the transmitter is connected to the power supply and that core(s) are installed with 
correct polarity with the black side facing the PV array.  

Use the Tigo RSS Signal Detector to verify that the PLC keep-alive signal from the transmitter is 
present along the string of TS4s.  

 If a PLC signal cannot be detected along the string, there is likely an open circuit. 
Review wiring connections and check for string-level issues. 

 If the transmitter LEDs indicate proper functioning but the signal is not received by any 
TS4s, contact Tigo technical support. 
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Specifications 
Download comprehensive specifications for all Tigo products from the Tigoenergy.com 
Downloads (www.tigoenergy.com/downloads) page.  

Warranty 
Download comprehensive warranty information from the Tigoenergy.com Downloads 
(www.tigoenergy.com/downloads) page. Con 

Support 
If you have any questions about installing the Tigo RSS for Fire Safety solution, please contact a 
Tigo sales engineering team:  
Australia +61 413 251-081 
China +86 512 6587-4600 
Europe WhatsApp 
(English, Italian, Spanish) 

+39 342 67 92 285 

Japan +81 3 4567-6199 
Middle East WhatsApp 
(English, Hebrew) 

+972 50 687-8618 

North America +1 480 402-0802 ext. 4 
South America +55 21-991045050 
Taiwan +866 919 743-749 

 

If an issue persists after following the troubleshooting steps listed in this manual, visit the Tigo 
Help Center. If you open a support ticket, include the following information: 

 A summary of tests you’ve performed 

 System name or ID, owner, address, and installer 

 Serial number(s) of the affected MLPE/transmitters. 

 Number of strings per inverter MPPT  

 Number of modules per string  

 Length of each string from the positive to the negative home run at the inverter  

 If available, inverter production, current, and voltage graphs  

If a TS4 or transmitter appears damaged, please take pictures of the unit showing damage and 
a legible serial number. 


